2018 ROLL OF HONOUR

UQ Foundation Research Excellence Awards (recognizing demonstrated excellence and promising future of research in science, technology, engineering, and the leadership potential of individual early- and mid-career researchers):
- Dr Tom Acton: Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
- Dr Alison Cawthraw: Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
- Dr Joe Gatts: Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
- Dr Bin Lu: Australian Institute for Bioengineering and Nanotechnology
- Dr Richard Robinson: Faculty of Business, Economics and Law
- Dr Kirsty Short: Faculty of Science
- Dr Simona Troina-Hankey: Institute for Molecular Bioscience
- Dr Sherry Wu: Faculty of Medicine
- Dr Liu Ye: Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology

UQ Excellence in Higher Degree by Research (HDR) Supervision awards (for outstanding performance in supervising, mentoring and training NQF HDR students):
- Professor Joanne Moers: Faculty of Science
- Professor Lianzhou Wang: Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology, and UQ Australian Institute for Bioengineering and Nanotechnology
- Associate Professor Helen Huang: Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology
- Associate Professor Thomas Byrne: Queensland Brain Institute

Emerging Advisors:
- Dr Ian Hardy: Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences

Courting the Greats awards (to honour and acknowledge outstanding accomplishments of UQ alumni):
- Vice-Chancellor’s Alumni Excellence Awards:
  - Sandeep Biswas
  - Emeritus Professor Barry McCall, AO
  - Emeritus Professor Stuart Pegg, AM
  - Raynuha Srinath
  - Dr Barbara Woodhouse

Distinguished Young Alumni Awards:
- Cameron Bellamy
- Zoe Black
- Alborz Farah
- Alison Rae

International Alumni of the Year:
- Professor Ophra Paulina Dube

Indigenous Community Impact Award:
- Dr Norma Morrisey Opisso

Colleges’ Alumni Award:
- Dr David Combra

Alumni Friends Awards:
- Emeritus Professor Harlan Marsh

Guest of the Year:
- Dr Bethany Holt

UQ Sport Awards:
- UQ Sportman of the Year:
  - Michael Moncia

Sportswoman of the Year:
- Gabriella Simpson (pictured below)

International scholarships:
- 2018 Bhads sche Scholar:
  - Jordan English, BCom/BLaws (Hons) – UQ Business School (picked top left, page 6)

2018 Fulbright Scholar:
- Dr A Yarlapati, School of Pharmacy

2018 Queensland Young Tall Poppy Award:
- Dr James Ryan

2018 Queensland Young Tall Poppy Award:
- Dr Hyun Chul Lee

2018 Women in Science Fellowship:
- Professor Mary O’Hara

2018 Alumni of the Year Award:
- Professor Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, Dr Damian Hoy, Professor Carl J Lavie, Professor Yusuke Yamauchi

2018 Young Tall Poppy Award:
- Dr Matthew Splitt

Award for Outstanding Contributions to Student Learning:
- Dr Helen Walker, Dr. Sean Reynolds

Award for Early Career Research:
- Dr Erika Sellitto

Award for Innovation in Teaching and Learning:
- Associate Professor Blake McCall

UQ Award for Excellence in Teaching and Learning:
- Dr Kay Colthorpe

UQ Award for Teaching Excellence:
- Associate Professor Kate O’Brien – School of Chemical Engineering

UQ Award for Programs that Enhance Learning:
- UQ Drama: Building Pathways to Excellence Awards

UQ Citation for Outstanding Contributions to Student Learning:
- Dr John Doherty, Dr Sijing Xuan

The Everest Team: Dr Geoffrey Gurr, Dr Simon Nicholas, Dr Gemma Irving, Associate Professor April Wright, Ross Strong, Dr Clive Anna

Gabrielle Simpson (pictured below)
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2018 Higher Education Academy Fellowships

Principal Fellows
- Professor Karen Henry: FHEA, School of Nursing, Midwifery and Social Work
- Professor Paul O’Donnell: FHEA, School of Veterinary Medicine
- Professor Polly Parker: FHEA, Faculty of Business, Economics and Law

Emeritus Fellows
- Professor Susan Bovell: FHEA, Faculty of Social Science
- Professor Dr Christine Slade: FHEA, Institute for Teaching and Learning Innovation

Senior Fellows
- Dr Emma Bartle: School of Dentistry
- Associate Professor Jannine Westerdahl: UQ Business School

Associate Professor Sally Butler: School of Communication and Arts

Dr Kay Concannon: School of Biomedical Sciences
- Dr Lance Conner: Faculty of Medicine
- Associate Professor Joanne Condry: School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences

Professor Dr Mirjana Jovanovic-Stevic: School of Psychological Sciences

Professor Anne Hill: School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences

Dr Helen Khoo: School of Science

Professor John J McGrath: School of Psychology

Dr Renee Zahnow

Emeritus Professor Curt Wentrop

Professor Claire Wainwright

Professor Anthony J Richardson

Professor Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, Dr Damian Hoy, Professor Carl J Lavie, Professor Yusuke Yamauchi

Professor Trevor Allan: School of Chemical Engineering

Professor Barry McGaw, AO

Emeritus Professor Stuart Pegg, AM

Emeritus Professor Curt Wentrop

Dr Jackie Ryan: School of Chemical Engineering

Dr Mark Styles: School of Veterinary Medicine

Dr Diana Smallwood: School of Veterinary Medicine

Dr Jeana Seely: School of Veterinary Medicine

Dr Angela Ferguson from Museum Network

Dr Paul Young

Emeritus Professor Curt Wentrop: 2018 L’Oréal-UNESCO For Women in Science Foundation:
- Dr Maria Gabriela Quesada

Dr Mark Styles: School of Veterinary Medicine

Dr Angela Ferguson from Museum Network
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